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1-Summary of the research proposal 
Magnetic fields are at the basis of countless technologies and scientific research. Ranging from data storage, 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and spin physics to magnetic actuators. All these applications use 
magnetic fields of different magnitudes, produced over different temporal and spatial scales. For instance, 
they can be of Tesla (T) range and meter size, such as in an MRI or Tesla range and nanometers size, like in 
the writing head of a hard drive. Their dynamics are another important characteristic and can be as different 
as thousands of years like in geological events (such as the reversal of the magnetic poles), down to the 
femtosecond regime associated with the exchange interaction between spins. 
The vast majority of magnetic fields we use in our daily life in a broad range of technological applications are 
generated by direct currents (DCs) created out of electric potential differences.  This approach holds inherent 
limitations. For instance, technological challenges related to their resistance and, in particular, to the latency 
of electric circuitry have hindered the development of intense and ultrafast magnetic-field-pulses below 
picosecond timescales1. In these conditions, the shortest pulses of magnetic fields are in the most advanced 
cases in the picosecond range. To get high-rate data storage capacity or, more fundamentally, to get an 
insight into ultrafast and transient magnetism phenomena, short and intense magnetic pulses of only a few 
femtoseconds are however required. So far, no technical approaches exist to create such intense and 
ultrafast magnetic pulses. 
At the interface between nanophotonics and nanomagnetism, the objective of this proposal is to develop a 
new field of research by extending the concept of optical nanostructures toward the creation of strong 
magnetic fields. These fields are optically generated, reversed on demand, of a few nanometers in 
size, in the Tesla range, and potentially at any timescale. 
To meet these goals, this research program introduces innovative photonic nanostructures,  also called nano-

antennas, designed by a genetic algorithm to tailor the light-matter 
interactions at the nanoscale (figure 1). Under the right illumination 
conditions (green oscillation), and just like when a voltage is applied to 
a coil, the electromagnetic fields generated by the genetically-designed 
structure continuously set the electrons of a metal in motion (symbolised 
by the blue sparks), generating, in turn, an intense static magnetic field 
(red halo). 
By specifically creating and manipulating high magnetic fields only with 
light, this research program represents a new paradigm in the 
fundamental understanding of light and matter interactions, as well as 
in magnetic fields and matter interactions. This proposal will then open 
up entirely new horizons in research areas as diverse as electron spin 
manipulation and spin precession, in improving the capability to control 
the acceleration of charged particles in laser-plasma interaction or 
nano-MRI studies. Most importantly, direct technological applications in 
data storage will be possible since the field of nanophotonics has 

already entered the world of information recording. 
 
Figure 1. Genetically-designed nanostructure excited by a light beam (green oscillations). The light-matter 
interactions set electrons in motion in the metal (symbolized by the blue sparks) in a continuous fashion, 
generating a magnetic field of Tesla range at the nanoscale (red halo). 
 
2-Scientific and technological objectives 
Creating static magnetic fields out of light: an emerging field of research 
To enable direct magnetic interactions at the nanoscale, such as the reversal of magnetic nanodomains, or to 
probe and address magnetic processes and their transient mechanisms, intense (in the Tesla range) and 
tunable (reversed on demand) magnetic fields are required. I propose to use the light-matter interactions 
at the nanoscale to reach this objective. 



 

 

 

 

An Inverse Faraday effect (IFE) can create static magnetic fields out of light by generating direct currents in 
a metal under a specific polarization of light if the time-average value of the product of the optical electric 
fields ExE* is not 0. Recently, several theoretical papers have demonstrated this effect in optical 
nanostructures2-5, and in particular, in gold nanoparticles4, 5. In these articles, the authors showed that gold 
nanoparticles could build up a static magnetic moment through the interaction with a circularly polarized laser 
light at the localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonance. The responsible physical mechanism is a “plasmonic 
orbital inverse Faraday effect, understood from the time-averaged electron current that contains currents 
rotating on the nanoparticle’s surface” , i.e. the creation of direct currents in the skin depth of the particle. 
The group of Anatoly Zayat6 also demonstrated experimentally in 2005 that circular apertures made in a thin 
layer of gold (40 nm thick) create magnetic fields on the gold surface at the apertures’ positions. And very 
recently, the group of Matthew Sheldon demonstrated experimentally7 optically induced magnetization in 
plasmonic gold nanoparticles under ultrafast excitation, with magnetization and demagnetization kinetics that 
are instantaneous within the subpicosecond time resolution of their study. 
 
The current limitations: no full comprehension of the phenomena and unoptimized structures: 
To account for all possible interactions between light and a nanostructured metal, and given my theoretical 
and numerical expertise in nanophotonics, I recently developed numerical codes to describe the formalism 
to magnetize a conductor. This formalism describes the continuous currents that light can create in a metal. 
This formalism’s main advantage is to automatically take into account the inverse Cotton-Mouton and 
Faraday8 effect and the transfer of the light AOM9 to the free electrons of a metal.  
By numerically simulating the electromagnetic components of light generated by a given photonic 
nanostructure, we can then calculate the direct current created in a plasmonic nanoantenna. Hence, following 
Biot-Savart law, we can precisely calculate the nanostructure’s static magnetic field. 
 
Defining the optimal photonic nanostructure: 
By maximizing the direct current created, we can then maximize the B field created by a photonic nano-
antenna. I propose increasing this current to create a strong B-field by using a genetic algorithm (GA) 
specifically designed for this purpose. Such algorithms are relevant to optimize photonic nanostructures10. 
I have recently developed a GA to optimize the design of optical nano-antennas11. The basic concept of a 
genetic algorithm is to mimic the evolution of species to design, by evolution, an optimal photonic 
nanostructure for a specific goal. In this paper11, I demonstrated that a silicon photonic antenna designed by 
the algorithm enhanced the optical magnetic field of light, in the visible, more than five times more than the 
best optical nano-antenna known in the literature. 
 
As preliminary results, I applied my genetic algorithm to find an optical nanostructure that would maximize 
the direct current to strongly enhance the B-field at the center of a nanostructure. Figures 2a and b show the 
gold nanostructure generated by the algorithm under light excitation (λ=800 nm, Gaussian beam, and circular 
polarization). Figures 2c displays the B-field distribution in the center of the photonic antenna (inset in figure 
2b) for a power excitation of 1011 W/cm2 (consistent with the peak power of a femtosecond laser and the 
damage threshold of the gold). Figure 2d and c represent the line field of the magnetic field for two different 



 

 

 

 

light helicities. We can then observe that by reversing the helicity, the magnetic field flips. (pre-print soon 

available) 
Figure 2. a and b) schematic of the genetically optimized nanostructure made of gold. c) Static magnetic field 
generated by the photonic antenna displayed in a and b) (area shown in the inset in b). d) and e) magnetic 
lines field under the left and right circular polarization. 
 
Objectives and research hypothesis: 
Magnetic fields are at the core of many daily life technologies and research activities. This project aims to 
optically generate strong, confined, ultrafast, and tunable magnetic fields; this research program will 
enable probing and manipulating magnetic processes and their transient mechanisms.  
The project addresses the following key challenges to realize this goal: 
1-Define, through a genetic algorithm, the optimal nanostructures (metal, dimension, light properties 
of the excitation beam) to create a magnetic field of about a few tens of mT per watt of light power 
applied to the structures. (Partially done) 
2-Nanofabricate the structures with details of the order or below 5-10 nm. 
3-Characterize the distribution and strength of the magnetic field created by the nanostructure under 
continuous wave (CW) excitation. 
4-Characterize the timescale and the intensity of the magnetic field under femtosecond excitation. 
5-Characterize the flipping of the nanostructure ’s magnetic field under different polarizations of 
excitation and different regimes (CW and femtosecond regimes). 
6-Couple the magnetic field to magnetic materials and demonstrate “optically-generated magnetic 
field” and matter interaction. 
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3-Profile of the Applicant 
 

The MagneticNanoLight (MNL) group is a young and interdisciplinary group focusing on understanding the 
electric and magnetic interactions between light and matter at the nanoscale. We combine advanced light 
microscopy techniques (Near-field Optical Microscopy, fluorescence and lifetime imaging, spectroscopy) 
together with theoretical and state-of-the-art nanofabrication tools (Focused Ion Beam, e-beam lithography) to 
tackle fundamental behavior in light and matter interactions. In particular, we have a kin interest in studying 
the coupling between optical magnetic fields and matter, the coupling between chiral matter and chiral light, 
as well as the optically induced magnetic fields in photonic nanostructures. The MNL group is part of the 
Nanostructures and optics team at INSP, which is a joint institute between Sorbonne Université and the CNRS. 

The successful candidates will be involved in an interdisciplinary project, with research being conducted at the 
interface between magnetism, ultrafast optics and nanophotonics. For more information on the projects we run 
in our group, please have a look at our website. 

Profile: Ideal candidates will have a strong interest in interdisciplinary and collaborative research, a proven 
track record, and skills complementary to ours.  

Skills of interest include:  

• Ultrafast optics and pump-probe experiments 

• Nanophotonics and optical nanoantennas 

• Magnetism and Faraday effect experiments 

Application: Applicants should send a motivation letter, CV, and contact information of at least two references 
to mathieu.mivelle@sorbonne-universite.fr 
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Thesis daily supervisor  

Mathieu Mivelle 
Email address of the thesis supervisor: mathieu.mivelle@sorbonne-universite.fr 
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